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The Legendary Sound of Neve

The sound of Neve has been the audio recording benchmark for generations of leading engineers,
musicians and producers. Wherever sound matters, from a full orchestral recording for a blockbuster film
to a lone singer, from a rock drummer to an R’n’B vocal, Neve technology provides the warmth, punch and
definition so sought after by modern and classic producers.
With comprehensive input, mixing and monitoring functions, the Neve 8816 can upgrade a DAW to a
professional mixing facility, delivering the legendary Neve sound.

Input Channels
Sixteen input channels include level, pan, cut/solo and cue controls. A +15dB gain range accommodates
both -10dBv and +4dbm input levels. If sixteen inputs aren’t enough for your mix, multiple 8816 units can
be cascaded together via a dedicated two track buss.

Digital Output
An optional digital output converts the analogue mix for direct feed to a CDR or back into the workstation
at sample rates from 44.1kHz to 192kHz or DSD, Neve deliver the ultimate analogue and digital sound.
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The ultimate analogue mix buss utilises classic Neve transformer mixing topology. The mix outputs
appear simultaneously as balanced +4dBm and unbalanced -10dBv. Output PPM meters are
complemented by overload LEDs to indicate clipping.

Mixing - Remixing - Mastering

8816

Mix
MixInserts
Insertsand Stereo Width
Pre-fade Mix Inserts can be switched between normal insert mode or mastering style sum and difference mode. An
Insert Mix function can be used for mixing in a separate stem or blending the mix with a special effect, a popular
technique for dance remixes.

Monitor Section
The monitor section selects between Mix Out, 2 Track Return,
Channels 1 & 2 (DAW mix replay) and i-mon front panel input
mini-jack, for quick mix comparisons. The monitor level is
independent of the mix level and can be switched between
Main and Alt speakers.

Cue, Talk Back and Headphones
The Cue Output can be fed from three sources, Inputs
1-14 switch selected with variable level, Inputs 15 & 16 for
a DAW Stereo cue track at preset level, or the 2T input
with variable level. A talk back mic is built in for
communication. Headphones plug into front or rear panel
and can be used to listen to either Cue or Monitor sources.
Even the meters go to 11.

Stereo Width
A unique feature of the 8816 is the ability of the summing
mixer to increase the stereo image of any stereo signal. The
8816 uses the traditional Neve Sum & Difference signal circuitry to achieve a “mastering” type stereo image enhancement.

Remix Recall
Snapshots of the 8815 settings can be saved to PC or Mac via a USB connector. These can be recalled later and reproduced on the 8816. The ultimate analogue mix buss does not mean any loss of accuracy. Analogue settings from the mix
can be recalled along with the DAW session ready for remix!
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8816 Neve Summing Mixer
• 16 input channels, +4dBu -10dBV

• Dance mix style Insert Mix

• Cue, Level, Pan, Solo and Mute controls

• Separate Monitor and Cue levels

• Classic Neve analogue mix buss

• Main and Alt speaker outs

• Mix Insert

• Talk back Mic

• Mastering Sum and Difference Insert

• Headphone Output

• Stereo Width Control

• Optional Digital Output
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